Strain replacement in an epidemic model with super-infection and perfect vaccination.
Several articles in the recent literature discuss the complexities of the impact of vaccination on competing subtypes of one micro-organism. Both with competing virus strains and competing serotypes of bacteria, it has been established that vaccination has the potential to switch the competitive advantage from one of the pathogen subtypes to the other resulting in pathogen replacement. The main mechanism behind this process of substitution is thought to be the differential effectiveness of the vaccine with respect to the two competing micro-organisms. In this article, we show that, if the disease dynamics is regulated by super-infection, strain substitution may indeed occur even with perfect vaccination. In fact we discuss a two-strain epidemic model in which the first strain can infect individuals already infected by the second and, as far as vaccination is concerned, we consider a best-case scenario in which the vaccine provides perfect protection against both strains. We find out that if the reproduction number of the first strain is smaller than the reproduction number of the second strain and the first strain dominates in the absence of vaccination then increasing vaccination levels promotes coexistence which allows the first strain to persist in the population even if its vaccine-dependent reproduction number is below one. Further increase of vaccination levels induces the domination of the second strain in the population. Thus the second strain replaces the first strain. Large enough vaccination levels lead to the eradication of the disease.